
 

SUPPLIES  

  Students, on the due date below, you will be given time in class to organize your geography 
supplies, binder, and dividers. The items below should be brought to class daily.   

There is no need to bring supplies before the due date. 
 

Supplies are due by:     ________________________________ 
 
 

1. NOTEBOOK PAPER – Place in geography binder. 
2. PENCILS – Always keep extra pens and/or pencils with you or in your locker.  A pencil 

bag or case with extra pencils or pens taken to each class will help you stay prepared. 
3. 3-RING BINDER (At Least 1”) - Label “Geography” on the spine, so it can be quickly 

found in locker.  To help your organization, this binder should not be used for any other 
class -or- should be used for only geography and the class before or after geography.  

4. 5 DIVIDERS - Labeled Bell Work, Vocabulary, Maps, In Progress, Study on the 5 tabs.  
Geography section of binder should be clearly separate.  No trapper keepers or files for 
geography; too many papers in a file are very difficult to find as time passes. Feel free to 
handmake dividers from manila file folders or cardstock you already have at home. 

5. Recommended:  POCKET FOLDER for Homework (take to all classes and home) - 
Label “To Be Completed” on one inside pocket and “Completed” on the other inside 
pocket.  Place homework each hour in “To Be Completed.”  Finish work at home and 
move to “Completed.”  In class, turn “Completed” work in, or place completed homework 
in required location/binder.  A plastic folder will hold up better for all-year use.   
 

Optional, but greatly appreciated - to be contributed for use by all students: 
 

Boxes of Map/Colored Pencils  
Boxes of Color Markers/Thin or Thick 
Hand Sanitizer 
Kleenex, Kleenex, Kleenex:) 
 

We will use shared class sets of pens, permanent markers, highlighters, markers, rulers, and 
map pencils.  Of course, students, you are welcome to buy and carry your own supplies, if you 
prefer. 
 
Important:  Students, please label and organize your supplies on your own.  This will help you 
find and use your materials in the classroom, as well as, locate them in your locker each day. 
 
Supplies #1-5 are listed to help you stay organized and receive the best credit for the work you 
complete in class each day.  These are required of all students.  Each student is responsible for 
gathering supplies by the date due above.  Please see me or send me an e-mail 
(lauragandy@mooreschools.com), as soon as possible, if gathering these supplies is not 
possible. I would be glad to help you with resources available to me.   
 
      Thank you, students and parents! 
      Mrs. Gandy                             
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